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It has come to our attention that the International Court of Justice and the Vatican 
Chancery Court, the United Nations, the World Economic Forum, the Swiss Federal
Council, and various Central Banks have not yet been fully instructed and notified 
that the Donors of the World Trust, the D'Avila Family Trust, the United States 
Trust, the Guadalupe Hidalgo Treaty Trust, the Star Trusts, the Northern Trust, the 
Southern Trust, the Eastern Trust, and the Western Trust and over Five Thousand 
Legacy Trusts, have all been identified as living people and the Donors have taken
direct action with respect to the referenced Trusts and have invoked the Donor's 
General Power of Attorney over the World Trust, the General Power of Attorney 
held by the Fiduciary of The United States of America, and the General Power of 
Attorney held by Chief LaVern Fast Horse. 

The United Nations and World Economic Forum are not authorized by the Donors 
to act as Trustees or Allocators of the Trust Assets referenced; the Donors have 
never authorized any incorporated entity to act as a Trustee and have never 
authorized any NGO or International Organization to act in any capacity as a 
Trustee, Executor, Allocator, Assign, or Liquidator of these Trusts. 

There are known and established and fully documented Powers of Attorney 
standing over all of these referenced Trusts. We are in contact with the actual 
Holders of all these Powers of Attorney and have overcome any question related 
to their nationality and nature and political status. All actual Powers of Attorney 
and all Assignments related to these trusts are held by actual living people who 
have been contacted and located and verified. 

Any other claim or legal presumption otherwise is disallowed by the Donors. 
The Donors specifically prohibit the enactment or implementation of any so-called
"Great Reset" without their specific and explicit written agreement to all 
stipulations. 

This Notice is being provided to the Vatican Chancery Court, the International 
Court of Justice, the United Nations Secretariat, the Court of the Lord High 
Steward, the Swiss Federal Council, the World Bank/IBRD, IMF, Federal Reserve, 
and World Economic Forum. 

http://www.paulstramer.net/2021/10/notice-of-prohibition-by-donors.html
https://lh3.googleusercontent.com/-FJWGxECrLkk/YXtEcox38uI/AAAAAAAAFrY/ojZ4A_Cx3HEGp1ePIvEP5xGQTmkUjnNTwCLcBGAsYHQ/image.png


This Notice is being delivered via email and hard copy International Mail under the
signature of the Fiduciary of The United States of America, who also holds Power 
of Attorney over the United States Trust assets, and who has contractual 
relationships with all other Power of Attorney Holders related to these referenced 
Trusts and the Donors thereof. 

Anna Maria Riezinger, Fiduciary
The United States of America

----------------------------
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